
Theories of Process Management 
The business process reengineering (BPR) movement of the ۱۹۹۰s emphasized technology as a key enabler of process 

management and process change. As a result, information technology (IT) has steadily gained prominence in the management 

suites of large enterprises. No longer do companies view IT as a back-office burden that adds overhead but does not contribute to 

enterprise competitiveness. As a direct consequence of the reengineering movement and the rise of IT, large corporations flocked 

to implement Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software, such as Systems Analysis & Program Development (SAP), Oracle 

and Peoplesoft. Such was the demand for ERP systems that the number one ERP vendor, SAP, grew its revenue from €۲٥٥ 

million in ۱۹۹۰ to€۷.۳ billion in ۲۰۰۱. These decisions were often dictated by corporate boardrooms. There are stories from the 

mid-۱۹۹۰s about customers seeking out SAP salespeople to buy SAP software. Despite its ubiquitous presence in the corporate 

world, ERP software was expensive to implement and difficult to change once implemented. ERP implementations often led to 

rigid, cookie-cutter business processes. However, they did accomplish the radical change concept espoused by the reengineering 

theorists. With the advent of new business process- and internet-based technologies, we have entered a new technological world 

with a new process-based design and implementation framework to employ business solutions. In this new technological world, 

business process designers are directly involved in systems design. The closer working relationship between business process 

designers and IT helps to reduce the gap between the business requirement and the final deployed solution. The key concept of 

Business Process Management (BPM) is the convergence of technologies with process management theories. This convergence 

produces new process design and implementation approaches that enable what Michael Hammer terms the process enterprise. 

The process enterprise is organized around core processes that traverse departmental and divisional lines, and these processes are 

standardized and measurable throughout the enterprise. Utilizing the BPM process design approach and 

technology (a new breed of technology that we will call Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs)), BPM solutions 

enable process enterprise to measure and standardize processes and provide reusable processes that can be networked. This new 

breed of technology eases the task of changing business processes by separating the underlying applications from the business 

processes. Processes are no longer etched in stone once they are conceived. That inflexibility to support changing business 

processes was the bane of many business applications. In this section, we will discuss the process management theories that led 

to BPM. Once we have described process management theories and have illustrated their benefits to corporations, we will dive 

into how to use technology and the implementation of BPM to reap these benefits. 

 
What Is Process Management? 
The effects of globalization and the technological advances of the last ۲۰ years profoundly increased the pace of change and the 

severity of competition in the business environment compared to the previous five decades. In response to this rapidly changing 

business environment, management theorists and scholars are constantly putting forth new ideas to help corporations succeed in 

this turbulent world. These new ideas are like the flavor of the day. One idea after another would be put forth, generating 

excitement in the management press, only to fade away in a few years. The uninitiated outsider might perceive these 

management fads as unrelated concepts that arose independently. The truth is most of these management ideas often built on one 

another and shared central themes that have not changed through the years. Whether it is Total Quality Management (TQM) of 

the ۱۹۸۰s or BPR of the ۱۹۹۰s, the one central theme common to these management ideas is the concept of process 

management. Before we discuss process management, a definition of process is warranted. In the systems engineering arena, a 

process is a sequence of events that uses inputs to produce outputs. This is a broad definition and can include sequences as 

mechanical as reading a file and transforming the file to a desired output format; to taking a customer order, filling that order, 

and issuing the customer invoice. From a business perspective, a process is a coordinated and standardized flow of activities 

performed by people or machines, which can traverse functional or departmental boundaries to achieve a business objective that 

creates value for internal or external customers. Not surprisingly, the business process ought to create value. This is only 

common sense — any activities that do not contribute value really should not be performed. Business processes should also be 

coordinated and standardized. Processes should not be haphazard sets of activities to accomplish a business objective. By 

coordinating and standardizing 

the activities, processes are reusable and maximize the value they create while lowering the costs when compared to a 

nonstandardized approach of executing activities. Standardization of processes entails measurability. If processes are not 

measurable, it is not possible to determine the value they create. This business definition of process is more familiar to business 

readers, and we will use this definition when referring to processes. Every management theorist has a slightly different definition 

of process management. One definition that generically describes process management is from  Professor Mary J. Benner of 

University of Pennsylvania and Professor Michael L. Tushman of Harvard University: 

Process management, based on a view of an organization as a system of interlinked processes, involves concerted efforts to map, 

improve, and adhere to organizational processes ۲This definition of process management is succinct but encompassing. It also 

resonates with the process enterprise concept that Michael Hammer described. Whereas traditional organizations are composed 

of departments and functional silos, this definition views organizations as networks or systems of processes. To manage a 

process, the first task is to define it. This involves defining the steps (tasks) in the process and mapping the tasks to the roles 


